
Lecture 19

Recursion Theorem and Rice’s Theorem

In this lecture, we will first cover a powerful tool for showing that languages are not decidable,
called the recursion theorem. This theorem harnesses the power of diagonalization into a more
usable form. Then we will use the recursion theorem to prove that almost any question you can
ask about the behavior of a given Turing machine is going to be undecidable; this is formalized in
a theorem known as Rice’s theorem.

19.1 Quines and the Recursion theorem

A Quine is a program that outputs its own source code. You may have encountered them in
programming; writing a quine in a given programming language is an interesting programming
puzzle, if you’ve never seen it before.

One informal way to construct a quine is to create a program that essentially says

Print the following string twice, the second time in quotes.
“Print the following string twice, the second time in quotes.”

It may help to see an example of a quine in a programming language you’re familiar with (you can
look this up for your favourite programming language). Constructing a quine is often a bit confusing
and tedious, and involves worrying about things like string escapes, but it is possible to do in every
programming language.

If you think about it, a quine is a pretty cool object: it is a program that prints its own source
code. We could modify it to assign the source code to a variable instead of printing it out; if we
do so, we now have a program that has access to its own source code (the source code has been
conveniently placed in a variable). In fact, we can even make the program manipulate its own source
code in arbitrary ways (for example, we can ask the program to simulate a slightly modified version
of its own source code, if we wish). This is what the recursion theorem tries to formalize.

More formally, suppose we had a program hMi that computes some function from ⌃⇤ to ⌃⇤. We
could, of course, run M(hMi) to see what happens. But more interestingly, the recursion theorem
will allow us to construct a program Q such that Q(✏) outputs the same thing as M(hQi). That
is, the program Q runs the subroutine M on its own source code hQi, not just on M ’s source code.
The way to do this is essentially to have Q be a version of a quine, which assigns its own source
code to a variable, and then feeds that variable into the subroutine M .

Actually, the full statement of the recursion theorem is more general still. Instead of just allowing
M to take in a single string, we will assume M takes in two strings and computes some function
from ⌃⇤⇥⌃⇤ to ⌃⇤. We will then construct a modified version Q such that Q(w) outputs the same
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thing as M(hQ,wi). In other words, Q runs M on its own source code just like before, but now
there is an additional input w to M .

Theorem 19.1 (Recursion theorem). Fix an input alphabet ⌃, and let M be any Turing machine
with that alphabet. Then there is a Turing machine Q such that for each string w 2 ⌃⇤, Q(w)
outputs the same thing as M(hhQi, wi).

That is, if M(hhQi, wi) halts with a string x written on the tape, then Q(w) halts with the same
string x written on the tape (and Q(w) accepts if M(hhQi, wi) accepts and rejects if it rejects); if
M(hhQi, wi) loops, then Q(w) loops.

Again, the interpretation of this theorem is that we want Q to run M on its own source code
hQi; but we are showing something slightly more general, which is that if M is a program that takes
in both an input program and another input string w, then we can construct Q which takes in a
string w as input and runs M on the pair hhQi, wi; that is, Q runs M on its own source code as
the first input and with w being the second input to M . This is a bit more general than the case
where M only takes in one input.

Proof. To prove the recursion theorem, we basically have to construct a quine using Turing machines
as our programming language.

We start by observing that for any string s, we can have a Turing machine Ps that prints s onto
the tape and halts. More generally, we can require that when Ps reads an input w written on the
tape, it will write hs, wi on the tape and halt.

Next, we observe that we can construct a Turing machine T which takes a string s as input and
outputs hPsi; that is, T takes in a string s, and outputs the description of a program that prints s
(more specifically, the program reads w and prints hs, wi onto the tape). To be clear, this program
T always halts, and if the tape starts out containing s, then running T would cause the tape to
contain hPsi.

We will use the following notation. If we have two Turing machines A and B, we will use AB to
denote the TM that runs A and then runs B; that is, if A computes a function f (so on input w, it
writes f(w) on the tape), and if B computes a function g, then AB will compute the composition
of the two functions; on input w, it will print g(f(w)) on the tape.

Now, construct a Turing machine R which does the following. If the input is of the form hhNi, wi
where N is a Turing machine, R outputs hhPhNiNi, wi. This program R can be constructed by
running T on the first part of the input to get hPhNii, and then connecting this with a copy of the
input machine hNi to get a TM which runs one and then the other (and at the end of this we need
to append w to the resulting code to get hhPhNiNi, wi).

Finally, we let Q be PhRMiRM . On input w, the first action of Q is to run PhRMi, so the tape
contains hhRMi, wi. Next, Q runs R, which causes the tape to contain hhPhRMiRMi, wi. This is
identical to hhQi, wi. Finally, Q runs M , so Q behaves the same way that M(hhQi, wi) behaves, as
desired.

Note that the final Turing machine Q in this proof really does look sort of like a quine: it has
the form PhRMiRM , where Px is a program that prints x. So this program starts out by printing
the source code of RM , and then runs RM on this source code.

19.2 Using the recursion theorem

The recursion theorem is like “diagonalization in a box”: it harnesses the power of diagonalization
into a convenient theorem. More specifically, it allows us to assume a program has access to its own
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source code. We can use this to prove or reprove many undecidability results.
For example, consider the task of showing that the halting problem is undecidable. Let’s reprove

this. Suppose by contradiction that P is a TM that decides the halting problem. Construct the
program Q that does the following.

On input w:
1. Obtain own source code hQi using the recursion theorem.
2. Run P (hhQi, wi).
3. If the above accepts, enter an infinite loop; otherwise, halt.

It should be clear that this program does the opposite of what P says it should do on each input
w; that is, if P says that Q(w) halts, then Q(w) loops, and vice versa. The tricky part is why the
first step of this program is legal; how can Q acquire its own source code?

Here is where the recursion theorem comes in. Consider renaming the above program M , and
suppose that M takes a second input which is a program hNi. That is, the pseudo-code of M is as
follows.

On input hNi, w:
1. Obtain the source code hNi from the input.
2. Run P (hhNi, wi).
3. If the above accepts, enter an infinite loop; otherwise, halt.

It is clear that we can construct M : it does not refer to its own source code at all, and doesn’t do
anything complicated except calling P as a subroutine. But now, if we apply the recursion theorem
to this program M , we get exactly the program Q above! That’s because we get a program Q which,
on input w, behaves the same way as M(hhQi, wi).

The moral of the story is that the recursion theorem allows the step “obtain own source code”
to be valid, and this can greatly simplify many undecidability proofs. Let’s do an exercise.

Problem 19.2. Show that A = {hMi : |L(M)|is finite and even} is undecidable.

Solution: we could do this using reductions, but let’s do it with the recursion theorem. Suppose
that P decides A. Define Q such that, on input w, it (1) gets its own source code from the recursion
theorem, (2) runs P (hQi), and (3) if this accepts, accept 3 different strings w (for example, check
if w is one of the strings 00, 000, 0000, and accept if it is, rejecting otherwise). If step (2) rejects,
accept 4 different strings w.

Now if Q accepts an even number of strings, P (hQi) must accept, which causes Q to accept an
odd number of strings; but if Q accepts an odd number of strings, P (hQi) rejects, which causes Q
to accept an even number of strings. This is a contradiction.

By the way, how would we do this using reductions? Well, we could try to decide the halting
problem assuming we had a TM P deciding A. We could do so by constructing a TM P 0 for the
halting problem, which will work as follows: on input hM,wi, the first step of P 0 is to construct
a Turing machine hNi, which accepts (say) three strings, but whether it accepts a fourth string
depends on whether M(w) halts; for example, we can make it so that N accepts 00, 000, 0000, its
action on 0 is to simulate M(w) and accept if it ever halts, and its action on other strings is to
always reject. After constructing hNi, the machine P 0 will run P (hNi), and this will decide the
halting problem. Indeed, P 0 actually defines a mapping reduction showing HTM m A.
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19.3 Rice’s theorem

Rice’s theorem says that essentially anything you can ask about the language of a given Turing
machine will be undecidable.

To formalize this, we need to be a bit careful. Given a Turing machine hMi as input, there are
certainly many things we can decide about M : for example, we can answer the question “does hMi
have exactly 17 states” without even running it, so the language of all Turing machines with 17
states is certainly decidable.

What we would like to say instead is that we can’t decide anything about the behavior of an
input Turing machine; that is, we cannot decide anything about the language L(M) if we are only
given hMi as input. For example, we cannot decide if L(M) is empty or non-empty.

Even for this statement, we need to be a bit careful. We can certainly decide the language

{hMi : L(M) is recognizable}.

That’s because the language of every Turing machine is by definition recognizable! So the answer
is always “yes”, and we should accept every valid TM that’s given to us as input (it is not hard to
check if the input string is a valid TM, since we’re assuming that we’re using some friendly encoding
of Turing machines into strings.)

Let’s be a bit more formal. We want to say that from the description of a Turing machine
hMi, it is (in general) impossible to decide whether L(M) has some non-trivial property. What
do we mean by a “property” of a language? One way to formalize this is to simply say that we
want to know whether the language L(M) is in some class of languages C. What do we mean by
a “non-trivial” property? One way to define this would be to say that the answer won’t always be
“yes” and won’t always be “no”: that is, some Turing machines have languages in C, while others
have languages not in C.

Definition 19.3. Fix an alphabet ⌃, and let C ✓ P(⌃⇤) be a class of languages over ⌃. We say
that C is nontrivial if there are Turing machines M1 and M2 such that L(M1) 2 C and L(M2) /2 C.

Equipped with this definition, we can state Rice’s theorem.

Theorem 19.4 (Rice’s theorem). Fix an alphabet ⌃, and let C be a nontrivial class of languages
over ⌃. Then the language

{hMi : L(M) 2 C}

is undecidable.

This theorem says that any nontrivial question about the language recognized by a given Turing
machine will be undecidable. For example, the language {hMi : L(M) = ?} of Turing machines
that accept no strings is undecidable by Rice’s theorem; simply take C = {?}, and observe that
there is some Turing machine M1 which accepts no strings (so L(M1) = ? 2 C) and there is some
Turing machine M2 which accepts some strings (so L(M2) 6= ?, and hence L(M2) /2 C).

We can prove Rice’s theorem using the recursion theorem.

Proof. Fix an alphabet ⌃ and a non-trivial class of languages C over ⌃. Since C is nontrivial, let
M1 and M2 be Turing machines such that L(M1) 2 C and L(M2) /2 C. Let A = {hMi : L(M) 2 C};
we wish to show that A is undecidable.

Suppose by contradiction that there was a Turing machine P which decides A. Construct a
Turing machine Q as follows.
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On input w:
1. Obtain own source code hQi from the recursion theorem.
2. Run P (hQi).
3. If the above accepts, run M2(w) and return what it returns; if the above rejects, run
M1(w) and return what it returns.

Now consider whether L(Q) is in C. If so, then P must accept hQi, so step 2 of Q always accepts
regardless of the input w; in this case, the action of Q is just to run M2(w), which means that
L(Q) = L(M2) /2 C. Conversely, suppose that L(Q) /2 C. In this case, P must reject hQi, so step
2 of Q always rejects regardless of the input w; in this case, the action of Q is just to run M1(w),
which means that L(Q) = L(M1) 2 C.

Now we have a contradiction: if L(Q) is in C, then it’s not, and if it’s not, then it is. This
completes the proof: the program P deciding A cannot exist.

The conclusion is, once again, the motto of this course:

You can never find general mechanical means
for predicting the acts of computing machines.

(At least, not any better than just simulating the machine). Rice’s theorem is yet another way to
formalize this statement.

19.4 Next steps

This lecture concludes the third unit of the course (the first unit was regular languages, the second
was context-free languages, and the third was Turing machines and computability theory). Our next
topic will be computation that is resource-bounded: computation that is limited in the amount of
time or memory it is allowed to use. This last unit will still deal with Turing machines, but this
time we will care about the time and space complexity of the Turing machi instead of just about
whether things are computable/decidable given arbitrarily large amounts of time. We will also
formally define the classes P, NP, PSPACE and others, which you may have encountered in other
courses (where they usually receive less formal treatment).
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